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Pro-Golfer Alexandrea Schulte Becomes
Newest NABI Ambassador
Golf Tournament to benefit NABI Foundation planned for April 2013
Phoenix based NABI Foundation, a National Native American Youth Foundation, continues to grow with the addition of
Alexandrea Schulte and a golf tournament to raise funds for NABI’s expanding programs.
Alexandrea Schulte, a Native American Professional Golfer from the Northern Ute Tribe, graduated in December 2010
from University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas. She had a full golf scholarship, was a 4 year starter including 4 SEC
Championships, 4 NCAA Regional and 1 NCAA Championship appearances. She finished among career leaders in many
historical statistics. “I am very honored to be added to the roll of Ambassador for NABI Foundation. It is my goal to
encourage Native American youth to live healthier and more productive lives through sports and academics, while not
forgetting their ancestral culture and heritage. I thank NABI Foundation for the opportunity to spread this message among
our Tribal Youth” says Alexandrea.
GinaMarie Scarpa Co-founder & CEO of the NABI Foundation says “Timing is everything. We were recently approached
by Dallas based companies Beard Integrated Systems, Inc. and Native Nations to be the benefactors of their annual golf
tournament and then heard about Alexandrea through our partnership with Ak-Chin Indian Community who sponsor
Alexandrea. The stars lined up. These are both great opportunities for the sustainability and mission of our Foundation and
the talented youth we serve”.
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The 1 Annual Beard Native Nations golf tournament will be held April 29 at the beautiful WinStar Golf
Course/Chickasaw Nation to include a silent auction, open reception and a guest appearance by Alexandrea. “On behalf of
the Beard organization we are proud to be a partner with the NABI organization. Beard has endorsed and sponsored many
fine nonprofit organizations over the last 70 years and I can tell you that there is no other national organization we would
rather be affiliated with moving forward. NABI and Beard is a winning combination for the future of our Native American
youth” says Bert Wells CEO of Beard Integrated Systems, Inc.
For more information on how to participate in the Beard Native Nations Golf Classic contact:
Amanda Stafford/Marketing Email: marketing@beard-companies.com Phone: (972) 699-9141.
UPDATE 2014 Dates April 27 & 28th
Alexandrea Schulte contact: GinaMarie Scarpa / NABI Foundation.
Email: gmscarpa@nabifoundation.org Phone: (480) 446-7052
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